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1. Acknowledgment and confirmation of user regulations 
 

Each participant must read and accept the user regulations before entering the climbing park. By signing this form you 
acknowledge to have read, understood and to accept these terms. Guardians of underage participants must read and 
explain the terms to them prior to entering the course. With their signature the guardian confirms to have read and 
discussed these terms with the underage participant and that they agree with them. The full name of both guardian and 
underage person is required on this form. 
 
2. Personal responsibility 
 
The use of this adventure park involves risks. Use at your own risk. There will be no cover for accidents caused by you. 
Should there be several causes for an accident; the participant involved can be held at least partially liable for contributory 
negligence. Accidents must be reported immediately. See 7 regarding the liability of the Kletterwald Königstein ltd. 
Accompanying persons can enter the adventure park free of admission. It is not allowed to leave the paths. Smoking is 
prohibited on the premises. 
 
3. Age limit 

 
The adventure park is suited for persons aged 5+. You are not allowed to enter the course if you suffer from a disease, 
mental or physical impairment that could represent a danger to yourself and/or others. It is not allowed to enter and use the 
forest adventure course while under the influence of alcohol, drugs and other narcotic substances that impair the fitness to 
drive. The maximum weight for a participant of the course is 120kg (265lbs). 
 
Courses 1 to 4 (“Kleine Runde”) may be used by children aged 5+ in company of a likewise climbing parent/guardian. A 
maximum of one child may be supervised per adult with the exception of booked groups. Children aged 8+ and 120cm+ 
may use courses 1, 2, 3 and 4 unguided.  
Courses 1 to 8 (“Gesamter Kletterwald”) may be used by children aged 8+ in company of a likewise climbing 
parent/guardian. A maximum of two children may be supervised per adult with the exception of booked groups. Children 
aged 12+ and 135cm+ may enter all courses by themselves. The minimum weight to enter course 8 is 20kg (44lbs). 
The operator may grant exceptions in case of minor shortfalls. 
In case a participant has paid for courses 1-4 and wishes to climb the remaining courses 5-8, the outstanding amount 
(between “Kleine Runde” and “Gesamter Kletterwald”) must be paid prior to continuing the adventure course. 
 
4. Safety instructions 
 
Participants are required to wear clothing suitable for current weather conditions as well as sturdy shoes. Each participant 
must complete the theoretical and practical safety briefing. All instructions and decisions by the operator/staff/safety 
personnel are binding. In case of noncompliance or infringement, those concerned can have their admission revoked. The 
Kletterwald Königstein ltd. assumes no liability in case of noncompliance or violations of the safety requirements.  
While changing over, one of the two safety carabiners must always be clipped onto the safety wire. Dismounting both 
safety carabiners is strictly forbidden. Each element may only be entered by one person at a time. In case of an 
accompanying parent/guardian, he or she may also enter the respective element (except the flying fox!) for the purpose 
of supporting/helping the underage person. On platforms, a maximum of three persons are permitted at the same time. 
 
5. Carrying items 
 
While on a course, items e.g. mobiles, cameras etc. may only be carried in such a way that they pose no danger to you 
and/or others. Jewelry (e.g. rings, necklaces, earrings, piercings etc.) and glasses are to be taken off. Glasses worn due to 
ametropia may be used at your own risk. The Kletterwald Königstein ltd. assumes no liability or responsibility for property 
entrusted to them for safekeeping. 
 
6. Equipment / Climbing time 
 
The rented equipment, consisting of harness, helmet and smart belay, may not be removed or transferred to others while 
using the adventure course. It must be used according to the instructions of the operator/safety personnel. If in doubt, 
consult the staff. After a toilet break in between, the correct adjustment of the harness must be reviewed by authorized 
safety personnel.  



The entire safety equipment needs to be returned to the depot after 1.5 hrs for the “Kleine Runde - small course” (courses 
1-4) and 2.5 hrs for the complete course (courses 1-8). Time starts with the safety briefing. In case of late return, there is 
an extra charge of 8.00 € per person. 
Participants are obligated to treat the equipment with the necessary care. The customer is liable for damage exceeding that 
of normal wear and abrasion as well as loss of equipment. 
 
7. Limitation of liability 
 
For accidents including physical injuries, the Kletterwald Königstein ltd. is liable pursuant to the statutory provisions. For 
damage to property and monetary loss, the Kletterwald Königstein ltd. and their acting agents are only liable in case of gross 
negligence and intent. There will be no assumption of liability for minor damage (e.g. torn clothes, stains from liquid pitch) 
that is not due to a neglect of duty by the Kletterwald Königstein ltd. 
 
8. Exclusion of participants, exercise of property rights, force majeure 
 
In case of infringement or noncompliance of the user regulations, the Kletterwald Königstein ltd. and their acting agents 
reserve the right to exclude those concerned from the premises. It exercises property rights and reserves the right to close 
the adventure park due to safety concerns (e.g. fire, windstorm, thunderstorm etc.) at any time. In these cases, there will be 
no refund of the admission. The same applies if a guest terminates their visit to the forest adventure park on their own 
desire. 

 
participant / guardian:   additional participants: 
 
1---------------------------------------------------  2--------------------------------------------------                 -------------------------------------------- 
Name, first name    surname, firstname                   date of birth of underage person 
  
-----------------------------------------------------  3--------------------------------------------------                         ------------------------------------------- 
Address     surname, firstname                   date of birth of underage person 
 
-----------------------------------------------------  4--------------------------------------------------                 -------------------------------------------- 
Zip code, town/city    surname, firstname                   date of birth of underage person 
 
-----------------------------------------------------  5--------------------------------------------------                 -------------------------------------------- 
Fon (in case of emergency)   surname, firstname                   date of birth of underage person 
 
     6--------------------------------------------------                 --------------------------------------------
     surname, firstname                   date of birth of underage person 
      
     7--------------------------------------------------                 -------------------------------------------- 
     surname, firstname                   date of birth of underage person 
 
     8---------------------------------------------------                 -------------------------------------------- 
     surname, firstname                   date of birth of underage person 

 
     9---------------------------------------------------                 -------------------------------------------- 
     surname, firstname                   date of birth of underage person 
 
 

     signature:                              signature: 
 
--------------------------     1-------------------------------------------  5------------------------------------ 
Date 
     2-------------------------------------------  6------------------------------------ 
 

3-------------------------------------------  7------------------------------------ 
 

4-------------------------------------------  8------------------------------------ 
 

 
Parking card received (purchase of family card only) ________________________________________________ 

 

Vom Trainer auszufüllen: 
      
Ausgabe: ______________ Uhr Anzahl:  __________________ Trainer: ___________________ 
  
Rückgabe: ______________ Uhr Anzahl:  __________________ Trainer: ___________________
   
Bemerkungen:  

____________________________________________________________________________ 


